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Mutual Information in Gaussian Channels 

MASUYUKI HITSJDA* 

Department of Mathematics, Nagoya Institute of Technology 

Communicated by T. Hida 

In the Gaussian channel Y(t) = @((t) + X(t) = message + noise, where 
@(t) and X(t) are mutually independent, the information I(Y, @) is evaluated. 
One of the results is that I( Y, @) < CO if and only if @ E d?‘(X) = the repro- 
ducing kernel Hilbert space for X(e). And the causal formula of I( Y, 0) is given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The model of Gaussian channels to be discussed here is 

Y(t) = W) + -WI O<t,<T(<~), (1.1) 

where X(t) is a zero mean Gaussian noise and Q(t) is a zero mean Gaussian 
message which is independent of {X(t); t E [O, T]), defined on a probability space 
(Q, a, P). The main interest of this paper is to evaluate the mutual information 
1( Y, @) between @(*) and Y(.). 

One of our results is that d(Y, @) < co if and only if @(*) E&‘(X) with 
probability one, where H(X) is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) 
corresponding to the noise X(.) (Theorem 1). 

Also, in case I( Y, @) < co, the causal expression of the evaluation of Z( Y, 0) 
is given, by using a causal mean-square filtering error. In a special case where 
X(t) is a Wiener process, the analogous result was given by Duncan [I] and 
Kadota-Zakai-Ziv [S]. 
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2. THE MAIN THEOREM 

In this section, we concern the Gaussian channel which has been given by 
(1.1). The main theorem is stated as follows: 

THEOREM 1. The mutual information I( Y, CD) isfinite ;fand only if 

@( *, W) E S’(X) (with probability one), 

where S(X) is the RKHS corresponding to the Gaussian noise X(e). 

In proving Theorem 1, the following Lemma is used. 

LEMMA 1. The Gaussian process Y( .) giwen by (1.1) is equieraknt to X(-) if 
and only if @( *, w) belongs to H(X) with probability one. 

Proof. Parzen [6j showed that the Gaussian process 

Y(s) = X(.) + a(*), a(.) is a deterministic function, 

is equivalent to the process X(e) if and only if a( .) E Z(X). In our case, in which 
X( *) and 0’(e) are mutually independent, Y(e) is not equivalent to X(a) if 
P(@( .) #S(X)) > 0, by the use of Parzen’s result; while if P(@( .) E x(X)) = 1, 
Y(e) = X( .) + @5(s) is equivalent to X(e) for almost all fixed @(*). According 
to the Fubini’s theorem, it follows that Y(.) is equivalent to X(a). Thus the 
Lemma is proved. 

Proof of Theorem 1 

“Only if” part. Define pr, CL@, and ~(r,~j’s as measures on function spaces 
induced by the processes Y(.), a(.), and (Y( .), Q(o)), respectively. In order to 
realize the measure pr x pro, we define three mutually independent processes 

4t.h %(.I, and @se(.) on a probability space& , S?r , PJ in such a way that X1( .) 
is a version of the process X( *) and that both @I( *) and Ipz(*) are versions of the 
process @(a). In such a scheme, the vector-valued process 

(Ydt), @s(t)) = Gw) + @1(t), @df>), O<t<T, (2-U 

induces the measure pr x ~1~ on a certain function space W. Assume that 
I(Y, @) < co. Then by the well-known result (Gelfand-Yaglom [2]), ptr,$) is 
absolutely continuous with respect to pr x pa, . Hence, there exists a density 
M(W) such that on the probability space (Q, , 931 , M(o) PI), ~tr,~j is the induced 
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measure by (Yr(.), @e( .)). Therefore, the process defined on (Qn, , .9& , M(W) Pi) 

by 
A-2(t) = Y&) - @z(t), O<t<T, (2.2) 

must be a version of the process X(.). On the other hand, the right-hand side of 
(2.2) is Xi(t) + @r(t) - @a(t). Since @i(t) - @Jt), 0 < t < T, is independent 
of Xi(t) in the space (Q, , ai , Pr), the process !Pi(.) = @r( .) - c&(.) belongs to 
Z(X) with probability one by Lemma 1. As @i(.) and @a(.) are mutually inde- 
pendent Gaussian processes with the same covariance function, !Pi(.)/q”i is a 
common version of ai( @a(.), and CD(.). Therefore, @(.) belongs to the space 
s(X). Thus the proof for the “only if” part is completed. 

In order to prove the “if” part, Lemma 1 is applied again. To begin with, we 
see that the measure p~r,~J induced by the process (Y( .), @( .)) is equivalent to 

the measure ,ucx,@) = yx >< p0 induced by the process (X(.), @(.)), because 
for any fixed CD, the conditional measure ~~1~ induced by Y(.) = X(.) + CD(.) 
is equivalent to p,r induced by X(.) by Lemma 1. Also, the measure pr x pQ 
is equivalent to pLx x pO. Therefore, pc~(r,~) must be equivalent to pr >< pO. 
Noting that the both measures y~r.~) and p*r x pQ are Gaussian, we deduce that 

4%(4w,cMtY x Pd(Y(.)7 @(.))I < a 

by the use of the well-known Hajek-Feldman’s theorem (see Rozanov [7]). On 
the other hand, since the mutual information is also given by 

WC @) = m%(dPW.ud4Pv x P‘dW(~), @(~))I 

(Gelfand-Yaglom [2]), the proof is completed. 

Remark. It is obvious from the proof that the “only if” part is still valid, 

even if G(t), 0 < t < T, is not a Gaussian process without atoms. 

EXAMPLE. In the case where the process X(.) in (1.1) is a Wiener process, 
the RKHS is given by 

A?(X) = jf(.);f(t) = jot u(s) ds, a sL2(ds)/. 

Therefore, I( Y, CD) < co if and only if 

@CC w) = f ” ds, w) ds, q~( ., w) E L”(ds) 

with probability one. As ~(s, W) is Gaussian, (2.3) is equivalent to 

s 

T 

E[~J~(s, w)] ds < co. 
” 
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3. THE CAUSAL EVALUATION OF THE MUTUAL INFORMATION 

In case I( Y, @) < CO, the causal evaluation of the mutual information is given 
in this section. The method used here is based upon the so-called Levy-Hida 
canonical representation with respect to the vector-valued Gaussian processes 
with independent increments. 

LEWHA 2 (Hida [3, Theorem 1.51). A p se arable Gaussian process X( .) can be 

decomposed canonically in the form 

x(t) = f  j’F,(t, u) dBCi’(u) + c 5 b,{(t) Bf, , 
j=l 0 {tf<t) e=1 

N, Lj ,< co, (3.1) 

where (i) LV(u)‘s are Gaussian processes with independent increments such that 
E[dB(i)(u)2] = mi(du)‘s are continuous measures with the property mi > mi+r , 

(ii) B: ‘s are standard Gaussian variables, 3 
(iii) all the Bci)(u)‘s and B$j’~ are mutually independent, and 

(iv) it holds that the a-algebra x(t) generated by {X(u); u < t} is equal to the 
a-algebra S(t) generated by (Bfi)(u); u < t}, {Bi,; tj < t, 1 = l,..., Lj) and 
{Rfj; tj = t, b,“(t) + O}. 

If  we look at the representation (3.1), we can find an interesting fact that, for 
each tj , there exists at most one integer lo such that b?(t) # 0. For, if not, the 
representation can not satisfy condition (iv). 

According to Lemma 3, the RKHS Z(X) for X(.) can be written in the form 

S(X) = if(.); f(t) = f ai + C 2 dje(t), c j”’ 442mddu) 
i-1 i L=l i 0 

where ai = siFi(t, u) ai mj(du), 01~ E L2(m,), and djL(t) = cjdbft(t), cje’s are 
constants. (See Hida [3] or Hitsuda [4].) By (3.2), any given signal @(., w) can 

be represented as 

qt, W) = fl jotFj(t, u) pi@‘, W) m&u) + c 1 V(t) d(u) (3.3) (j:tj<t) e 

with probability one, where the system {vi(.), vje} is Gaussian and is independent 

of {Bfi’(u), Bfj}. 
We now evaluate the information I( Y, @) using the representations (3.1) and 

(3.3) of the noise and the signal. 
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THEOREM 2. I,fX(.) and@(*) are defined by (3.1) and (3.3) respectively, and ;f 
all the 4’s are finite, then the mutual informtim between Y(o) = X( -) + @p(a) 
and@(~)i.rgivenby 

+ C .WogWW + 411, 
j 

(3.4) 

where r&(u) = E[&u) 1 g(u)], @$ = E[& I g(tj -)I, for 80 = e&j) such that 
b$ftj) # 0, ‘j)(tj -) = VtCt, g(t), and A* is the matrix whose entries @‘h are 
given by 

a?ca = E(&? - Qd’ I ‘W,X J%$ I ‘Wd I ‘W)> 4 , t2 f e, * (3.5) 

Proof. By (3.1) and (3.3), Y(t) can be represented as 

Y(t) = ,21 /otFj(t, WBYu) + P&, 4 m&W + C 2 biC(W$ + pi) ‘P (U,=g C-l 

(3.6) 

= g Iot Fi( t, U) dZli’(U) + 2 3 bj( t) Zi, 9 
(j:t,<t} c-1 

where Zci)(t) = B(‘)(t) + $ P*(U) mi(d u , and Z,ci = Bf, + v/. We first note that ) 
the vector-valued process 

Z(t) = (z”‘(t),..., Z%L X(tJl(t) z2, ,*-*> xrt,,rdO q 7 

is equivalent to the process 

B(t) = (B(l)(t),..., B(“)ttb..> x(tl.&) B:, a..., x[~~.TI(~) Bt , 

. . . . x(t,.r~(t) B:;, x(tg,&P:2 v-h 
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With this fact, we know that the u-algebra g(t) generated by {Y(U); u < t) 
coincides with the u-algebra 3(t) generated by {Z(U); u < t}. In other words, 
the process Y(t) is canonically represented with respect to Z(t). Furthermore, 
if we set 

y(t) = (j-i %(f4 w) m,(du) ,.**s J-at %(U, w) m,(% 7”‘) X(tl. 7-1(t) ‘PI1 s***v X(t,.d~) 

x yJ$..., X[tl.rl(t) ?J$ xct,.d~) CPA** ) v 

then the u-algebra cP(t) generated by {@( u * u < t> coincides with the a-algebra ), 
generated by {Y(U); tl < t}. Because the equation 

implies that (ai ,..., c+ ,..., cii ,.,., c$ ,..., c$ czl ,...) = (0 ,..., 0 ,..., 0 ,..., 0 ,..., 0, 0 ,... ), 
we can conclude that 

I(Y, @) = I(.??, Y). 

Now, let us evaluate the right-hand side of (3.7). We know that 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where W.P) , p(B,Y) = PB x WY PZ and py are the induced measures on 
function spaces corresponding to the respective processes. The numerator and 
the denominator of the last expression of (3.8) are calculated as follows: 
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Noting g)(t) = 3(t), we have 

[--lOg(l + E[(pp)’ - ($4)” i g(tj -)] 

+ iz [-log(det(1 + A,)) + ziZj* - &(I + Aj)-l &*]I, 
3 

where Aj = (@) is given by (3.5), 

zj = {z;, ,,.., Z,‘;}, and Zj = {Zt’ - $jl,..., Zf; - +$}. 

(If there exists an integer Lo = to(j) such that @(tj) # 0, then Z$ and Z$ - v> 
should be removed from Z, and zj , respectively.) Combining.(3.7)-(3.10), the 
desired result follows: 

Remark. In the case where some of the L,‘s are infinite, we define 

X,(t) = 5 IIF&, u) dBci’(u) + c LfKbj(t) Bij, (3.11) 
j=l 0 (j:t,<t) C=l 

and define GK(t) and Y,(t) analogously. The representation (3.11) is also 
canonical, and the a-algebras gK(t) = u{Y~(u); u ,( t} and iPK(t) =u{@&u); 
u < t), K > 1, increase up to g)(t) and a(t), respectively, as K tends to CO. 
We can therefore apply the standard limiting procedure to deduce 

I(Y, a> = pi I(YK , @K). 

EXAMPLE. I f  there are no discrete parts in the representation (3.1) of X(t): 

X(t) = ; St&(‘, u) dB’i’(u), 
j=l 0 

then I(Y, @) is easily computed, and the result is 
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For a special case where X(t) is the Brownian motion, this formula was given 
by Duncan [l] and Kadota-Zakai-Ziv [5]. 
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